[Effects of precipitation changes on the precipitation use efficiency and aboveground productivity of alpine steppe-meadow on northern Tibetan Plateau, China.]
Total amount, distribution pattern and occurrence time of precipitation determine the water condition of alpine vegetation growth on the Tibetan Plateau, China. Precipitation use efficiency (the ratio of aboveground productivity to precipitation, PUE) is an effective indicator for the relationship between precipitation and vegetation productivity. In this study, we calculated aboveground net primary productivity (ANPP) of an alpine steppe-meadow in northern Tibetan Plateau from 2000 to 2016 based on the correlation model between long-term monitoring biomass data and enhanced vegetation index (EVI) in Damxung. Meteorological data during the same period was also analyzed. Growing season precipitation (GSP) represented the amount of precipitation, improved precipitation concentrated index (PCI) indicated their distribution pattern in the growing season, and precipitation centroid (PC) represented the time of precipitation occurrence. Structural equation model was used to explore the effects of climatic factors on PUE and ANPP, with the consideration of growing season temperature (GST). Results showed that ANPP of this alpine steppe-meadow was mainly controlled by precipitation during the growing season. GSP and ANPP showed significantly positive correlation, whereas the correlation of GST with PUE and ANPP was not significant. PCI and PUE showed significantly positive correlation, which indicated that concentrated distribution of precipitation was beneficial to the increase of PUE. Indirect coefficient between PCI and ANPP was greater than direct coefficient, indicating that PCI influenced ANPP through PUE. Changes of precipitation concentrated time did not show significant effect on PUE and ANPP. Our results suggested that under the rapid climate warming on the Tibetan Plateau, future changes of precipitation and their concentration would have important impacts on aboveground productivity of the alpine grassland.